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SOBOLEVS LEMMA AND THE SPACES R>(Q).

Young Sik Park

0. Introduction
It is well known that if p(x) = ln(l + |x|), then the space T)p coin

cides with T> = (寫气欧). We can 사the above result by Sobolev's 

Lemma. Also we have the same results for the Beurilng^ generalized 

distributions.

1. Definitions and notations
The normalized Lebesgue measure on /?n is the measure mn defined 

by dmn(x) = (2ir)~n^2dx. The usual Lebesgue spaces ZZ, or Lp(j?n), 

will be normed by means of mn:

\\f\\Lp = { / \f\pdmny/p (1 <p< 8). 

jRn

For each t £ 7?n, the character % is the function defined by

e«(x) = ettx = exp{z(切斗 H--- F tn^n)) (* G 瑚).

The Fourier transform of the function f E Lx(JJn) is the function f 

defined by
/(t) = [ fe^tdmn (t € H”).

JRn

The relation S、(§，shall mean that the closure of Si is compact and 

contained in the interior of If {£>}；으】 is a sequence of sets, the 

relation S； // S shall mean that S3 e S；+i(j = 1,2, • • •) and that 

S = USj. Let p be a real-valued function on continuous at the 

origin and having the property

(a) 0 = p(0) = lim p(x) < + ^) < p(0 + P(H)(、仔川 C
T—*-0
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DEFINITION 1.1. Let =人4o(n) be the set of all continuous 

real-valued functions p on RT satisfying the conditions (a) and

(5) ^n(P)= [ 否이 1 荥 < 8.
이스 I히

DEFINITION 1.2. Let p satisfy (a). If S € Lx(7?n) and if A is a real 

number, we write

lie 니"110 = /l砒)|e*)d&

Let，Dp be the set of all(j> in Z1(J?n) such that <j)has compact support 

and ||^|(A < oo for all A > 0. The elements of T>p will be called test 

functions.

DEFINITION 1.3. Let Pl and P2 be 난ie elements in 사)(n). If for 

some real a and positive b we have p2(^) < a + bpJQ (v£ E Rn). 

Then p2 is said to be dominated by pi with some constant translation. 

We denote this by p2 Y pi.

Definition 1.4. If K is a compact subset of J?n, T)P(K) = {(/)e 

"Dp； supp(j> C K}, Note that the space T)p(K) is a Frechet space under 

the natural linear structure and the seminorms || - ||m (m = 1,2, • • * ).

DEFINITION 1.5. If Q is an open subset of and if Kv // Q we 

define Pp(Q) as the inductive limit of 나Frechet spaces i.e.,

Qp(Q) = indlim^Q

Definition 1.6. Let A4 = {p e A4o(n): p satisfy condition (7)):

(7) Po Y 0 where po(w) = ln(l + |찌) (z € R”).

2. Sobolev's Lemma
The elements of the dual space £%(Q) will be called Beurling,s gen

eralized distributions. Here we call them simply generalized distribu

tions.
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DEFINITION 2.1. A complex measurable function /, defined in an 

open set Q C -Rn, is said to be locally L2 in Q if \f\2'dmn < oo for 

every compact K U Q.

DEFINITION 2.2. A distribution (호esp. generalized distribution) 

u E Z)'(Q) (resp is locally L2 if there is a function locally L2 

in Q, such that u(^>) = g(j>dmn for every <f)G Z)(Q) (resp. Pp(J2)). 

To say that a function f has a distribution (resp. generalized distri

bution) derivative Daf which is locally L2 refers to the distribution 

(resp. generalized distribution) Daf and means, explicitly, that there 

is a function g〉locally L2, such that

[g(!>dmn =(一 1)同 f fDa<l>dmn 

Jn J요

for every S € P(Q) (resp. 7顼〈2)).

AVe shall write for the differential ope호ator (d/dxt)k.

Lemma 2.3. Suppose n,g, r are integers^ with n > 0,^ > 0? and 

2r > 2q + n. Suppose f is a function in an open set Q C Rn, where 

distribution (resp. generalized distribution) derivatives ars locally 

L2 in Q, for 1 < z < n, 0 < k < r. Then there exists a fimction 

F C (L1 D L2)(Rn) satisfying the following :

(1) f = F in an open set cu such that 3 妲 Q.

(2) Jr”(1 + \y\)2r\F(y^dmn(y) < oo.

⑶ 丿时(1 + 団)외戶(硼如“3) < oo, where \y\ = (祈 +••• +比)U%

Proof. Choose 节 E Z)(Q) (resp. Pp(Q)) so that《)=I on G)、and 

define F on Bn by

^(x)/(t) if x C Q

0 if 丁《Q.

Then F £ (L1 fl L2)(Kn) and / = F in 3. By the Plancherel Theorem

[3],  we have

[ I戶I싱mn < 8 and / y^r\F(y)\2dmn(y) < oo (1 < z < n).

jRn JRn
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Hence,
[(1 + \y\)2r\F(y)\dmn < oo 

jRn

since (l+|y|)2r V (2n+2)r(l+yjr4-- 必)By the Schwarz inequality

we have

{ / (1 + \y\)q\F(y)\dmn(y)}2 

JRn

< [ (1 + R/|)2「|戶(切싱”2/0) • / (1 + 剧严"如論)

JRn JRn

=Man / (1 + t)2g_2了T 也 < 8
Jo

where M =扁(1 + |y|)2r|F(y)|2<7mn(y) and an is the (n - 1)- 

dimensional volume of the unit sphere in R七

Lemma 2.4. (The Inversion Theorem, [3]) If f E £1(l?n)，/ G 

-지(欣), and fQ = JRn fexdmn (x e Rn), then f(x) = f0(x) for 

almost every (x € J?n).

THEOREM 2.5. (Sobolevas Lemma) Under the assumptions of the 

Lemma 2.3, there exists a function fo € C⑴(Q) such that /o = f(x) 

for almost every x €

Proof, Let F be the function defined in Lemma 2.3. Dedine 电(w)= 

fRn Fexdmn (x € R"). Then 电 = F a.e. on R” by 난虻 Inversion 

Theorem 2.4. If x =(⑦ i, , . • , xn) and x9 =(中 + €, a；2, • - - , xn), £ 尹0〉 
then

그*5
The dominated convergence theorem can be applied, since y\F € -L1, 

and yields

弟凡⑴=\L 糖"并如仙).

Iteration of the proof of the above leads therefore to conclusion 6 

C(9)(欣).Consequently, f = F3 a.e, in 0 Define 代= 死("以 if 
x G cu. Then the function fo is the desired one.
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COROLLARY 2.6. If all distribution (resp. generalized distribution) 

derivatives of f, Theorem 2.5, are locally L2 in then h C

Proof. By the above Theorem it is clear.

3. The spaces Pp(Q)

We recall some properties of the spaces Dp(Q). If p\ Y then 

"Dpi C T)P2 and PP1(Q) is dense in P?2(Q) for each open Q C Rn.
o

Conversely, if for some compact K C K" with K 丰 C

£)p2(K))then p2 Y Let p 6 A^o(n). Then 7?p(Q) C P(Q) for every 

open Q in Rn if and only if p0 Y p, where po(^) = ln(l + |x|) (r G 7?n).

PROPOSITION 3.1. The space P(Q) (resp Qp(Q)) is the set of all 

functions § on an open set Q C where all distribution (resp. gen

eralized distribution) derivatives are locally L2 in Q, and each(f> has 

comf^ct supportJilDl with the limit topology.

Proof. It is clear by Sobolev's Lemma.

PROPOSITION 3.2, Let Po(z) = ln(l + |이). Then the test function 

space Dpo is the set of all functions <f)in £1(J?n) with compact support 

such that

I 시陟 = [ (1 + 桝广 曲)団 <8

JRn

for all nonegative intergers n. Therefore, the space T>po coinsides with 

the space P.

Proof. It is obvious by Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 2.5.
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